PART IV
SESSION #23: Daniel 11:36-45
TEXT:
v. 36 “The king will do as he pleases. He will exalt and magnify himself above
every god and will say unheard-of things against the God of gods. He will be
successful until the time of wrath is completed, for what has been determined
must take place.
v. 37 He will show no regard for the gods of his fathers or for the one desired
by women, nor will he regard any god, but will exalt himself above them all.
v. 38 Instead of them, he will honor a god of fortresses; a god unknown to his
fathers he will honor with gold and silver, with precious stones and costly gifts.
v. 39 He will attack the mightiest fortresses with the help of a foreign god and
will greatly honor those who acknowledge him. He will make them rulers over
many people and will distribute the land at a price.
v. 40 “At the time of the end the king of the South will engage him in battle,
and the king of the North will storm out against him with chariots and cavalry
and a great fleet of ships. He will invade many countries and sweep through
them like a flood.
v. 41 He will also invade the Beautiful Land. Many countries will fall, but
Edom, Moab and the leaders of Ammon will be delivered from his hand.
v. 42 He will extend his power over many countries; Egypt will not escape.
v. 43 He will gain control of the treasures of gold and silver and all the riches
of Egypt, with the Libyans and Nubians in submission.
v. 44 But reports from the east and the north will alarm him, and he will set
out in a great rage to destroy and annihilate many.
v. 45 He will pitch his royal tents between the seas at the beautiful holy
mountain. Yet he will come to his end, and no one will help him.
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A Practical Study of DANIEL

INTRODUCTION:

NEW VIRUS
I thought you would want to know about this e-mail virus. Even the most
advanced programs from Norton or McAfee cannot take care of this one.
It appears to affect those who were born prior to 1965.
Symptoms:
1.

Causes you to send the same e-mail twice, done that!

2.

Causes you to send a blank e-mail! that too!

3.

Causes you to send e-mail to the wrong person. yep!

4.

Causes you to send it back to the person who sent it to you. who
me?

5.

Causes you to forget to attach the attachment. well darn!!

6.

Causes you to hit “SEND” before you’ve finished. oh no—not
again!

7.

Causes you to hit “DELETE” instead of “SEND.” and I just hate
that!

8.

Causes you to hit “SEND” when you should “DELETE.” Oh No!

It is called the “C-NILE VIRUS.”
(Received via email from DDMDALE@comcast.net, July 30, 2005).
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Texan Driving a VW
A man from Texas, driving a Volkswagen Beetle, pulls up next to a guy in a
California licensed Rolls Royce at a stop sign.
Their windows are open and he yells at the guy in the Rolls, “Hey, you got a
telephone in that Rolls?”
The guy in the Rolls says, “Yes, of course I do.”
“I got one too . . . see?” the Texan says.
“Uh, huh, yes, that’s very nice.”
“You got a fax machine?” asks the Texan.
“Why, actually, yes, I do.”
“I do too! See? It’s right here!” brags the Texan.
The light is just about to turn green and the guy in the Volkswagen says, “So,
do you have a double bed in back there?”
The guy in the Rolls replies, “NO! Do you?”
“Yep, got my double bed right in back here,” the Texan replies.
The light turns and the man in the Volkswagen takes off.
Well, the guy in the Rolls is not about to be one-upped, so he immediately goes
to a customizing shop and orders them to put a double bed in the back of his
car.
About two weeks later, the job is finally done. He picks up his car and drives
all over town looking for the Volkswagen beetle with the Texas plates.
Finally, he finds it parked alongside the road, so he pulls his Rolls up next to
it.
The windows on the Volkswagen are all fogged up and he feels somewhat
awkward about it, but he gets out of his newly modified Rolls and taps on the
foggy window of the Volkswagen.
(It’s OK . . . The joke is CLEAN, continue)
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The man in the Volkswagen finally opens the window a crack and peeks out.
The guy with the Rolls says, “Hey, remember me?”

“Yeah, yeah, I remember you,” replies the Texan. “What’s up?”
“Check this out . . . I got a double bed installed in my Rolls.”

The Texan exclaims, “YOU GOT ME OUT OF THE SHOWER TO TELL ME
THAT!!!”
(Received via email from Dois Taylor, July 13, 2005)
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(Cowboy Poetry edited by Julie Saffel) Edison, NJ: Castle Books. Copyright –
2001 Book Sales, Inc. 2001.
A RANGE RIDER’S APPEAL
Guard me, Lord, when I’m a-ridin’
‘Crost the dusty range out there,
From the dangers that are hidin’
On the trails, so bleak and bare.
Keep my stumblin’ feet from walkin’
In the quicksands of distress,
And my outlaw tongue from talkin’
Locoed words of foolishness.
When around the herd I’m moggin’
In the darkness of the night,
Or ‘crost lonely mesas joggin’
With no one but You in sight,
Won’t you ride, dear Lord, beside me,
When I see the danger sign,
And through storm and stampede guide me,
With Your hand a-holdin’ mine?
May the rope of sin ne’er trip me
When to town for fun I go;
Let the devil’s herders skip me
On their round-ups here below.
May my trails be decked in beauty
With the blossoms of Your love;
May I see and do my duty,
Ere I ride the range above.

p. 81

Let me treat my foes with kindness;
May my hands from blood be free;
May I never, through sheer blindness,
Git the brand o’ Cain on me.
On the range o’ glory feed me;
Guide me over draw and swell,
And at last to heaven lead me,
Up into the Home Corral.
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(A Gathering by Hal Cannon) Layton, UT: Gibbs M. Smith, Inc. Copyright –
Gibbs M. Smith, Inc., 1985.
JACK POTTER’S COURTIN’
S. OMAR BARKER
Now young Jack Potter was a man who knowed the ways of steers,
From burr-nests in their hairy tails to ticks that chawed their ears.
A Texican and cowhand, to the saddle bred and born,
He could count a trail herd on the move and never miss a horn.
But one day on a trally, back in eighteen eighty-four,
He got to actin’ dreamy, and he sure did miss the score.
The Old Man knowed the symptoms. “Jack, you ain’t no good like this.
I’ll give you just ten days to go and find out what’s amiss!”
A “miss” was just what ailed him, for he’d fell in love for sure
With a gal named Cordie Eddy, mighty purty, sweet and pure.
So now Jack rode a hundred miles, a-sweatin’ with the thought
Of sweetsome words to ask her with, the way a feller ought:
“I’m just a humble cowhand, Miss Cordie, if you please,
That hereby asks your heart and hand upon my bended knees!”
It sounded mighty simple, thus rehearsed upon the trail,
But when he come to Cordie’s house, his words all seemed to fail.
‘Twas “Howdy, Ma’am, an’ how’s the crops? An’ how’s your Pa an’ Ma?”
For when it come to askin’ her, he couldn’t come to taw.
He took her to a dance one night. The hoss she rode was his.
“He’s a dandy little horse,” she says. “Well, yep,” says Jack, “he is.”
They rode home late together and the moon was ridin’ high,
And Jack, he got to talkin’ ‘bout the stars up in the sky,
And how they’d guide a trail herd like they do sea-goin’ ships;
But words of love and marriage, they just wouldn’t pass his lips.
So he spoke about the pony she was ridin’, and he said:
“You’ll note he’s fancy gaited, an’ don’t never fight his head.”
“He’s sure a little dandy!” she agrees, and heaves a sigh.
Jack says: “Why, you can have him – that is, maybe, when I die.”
He figgered she might savvy what he mean, or maybe guess,
And give him that sweet answer which he longed for, namely “yes.”
But when they reached the ranch house he was still a-wonderin’ how
He would ever pop the question, and he had to do it now
Or wait and sweat and suffer till the drive was done that fall,
When maybe she’d be married and he’d lose her after all.
He put away her saddle, led his pony to the gate:
“I reckon I’ll be driftin’, ma’am. It’s getting’ kinder late.”
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Her eyes was bright as starlight and her lips looked sweet as flow’rs.
Says Jack: “Now this here pony – is he mine, or is he ours?”
“Our pony, Jack!” she answered, and her voice was soft as moss.
Then Jack, he claims he kissed her – but she claims he kissed the hoss!
pp. 15-17

More Blondes
Three blondes died and found themselves standing before Saint Peter.
He told them that before they could enter the Kingdom, they had to tell him
what Easter was.
The first blonde said, “Easer is a holiday where we have a big feast and we give
thanks and eat turkey.”
Saint Peter said, “Nooooo,” and he banished her to hell.
The second blonde said, “Easter is when we celebrate Jesus’ birth and
exchange gifts.”
Peter said, “Nooooo,” and he banished her to hell.
The third blonde said she knew what Easter is, and St. Peter said, “So, tell
me.”
She said, “Easter is a Christian holiday that coincides with the Jewish festival
of Passover. Jesus was having Passover feast with His disciples when he was
betrayed by Judas, and the Romans arrested him. The Romans hung Him on
the cross and eventually He died. Then they buried Him in a tomb behind a
very large boulder . . .”
St. Peter said, “Verrrrrry good.”
Then the blonde continued, “Now every year the Jews roll away the boulder
and Jesus comes out. If he sees his shadow, we have six more weeks of
basketball.”
St. Peter fainted.
(Received via email from Floyd Edwards, April 16, 2005)
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It was Dolly Parton who said:
“I’m not offended by all the dumb blonde jokes because I know I’m not
dumb and I’m also not blonde.”
(source unknown)

(A Continual Feast by Jan Karon) New York, NY: Viking / Penguin Group.
Copyright – Jan Karon, 2005.
Eternal God, I thank you that I am growing old. It is a privilege that many
have been denied . . . Spare us the self pity that shrivels the soul . . . And grant
us daily some moments living on tiptoe, lured by the eternal city . . .
(Author unknown)

(Laughter from Heaven by Barbara Johnson) Nashville, TN: W Publishing
Group / Thomas Nelson. Copyright – Barbara Johnson, 2004.
Even in the harshest life storm, death of a loved one (a situation I’m
very familiar with, having lost two sons and, most recently, my husband), I’ve
clung to the silver lining of the storm clouds that have turned my life upside
down. That silver lining is God’s promise of heaven and all its glory. How
reassuring to know that our departed loved ones are there, happy and healthy
and enjoying all the amenities that come with living next door to God.
p. 5

p. 7

I love the way a friend closed a recent letter to me.
She wrote: “Until He comes or until I go!”

Joni Eareckson Tada tells of an eight-year-old friend who says she is eagerly
anticipating heaven but hopes to “stay around for Jesus’ return” because, as
she told Joni, “I never like to miss a good party.”1
p. 8
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(Laughter from Heaven by Barbara Johnson) Nashville, TN: W Publishing
Group / Thomas Nelson. Copyright – Barbara Johnson, 2004.
When I saw in her book Footprints of a Pilgrim the epitaph Ruth Bell
Graham had proposed for herself, I longed to claim it as my own:

p. 114

End of construction.
Thank you for your patience.2

(To Fly Again by Gracia Burnham) Wheaton, IL: Tyndale House. Copyright –
Gracia Burnham, 2005.
His sense of humor even shows on his gravestone. Being a pilot, he was
always irked that people would assume a plane crash was probably the pilot’s
fault. He used to joke to the kids and me, “I want you to put it clearly on my
tombstone: ‘It wasn’t pilot error!’” We always had a good laugh about that.
p. 177

(The Faith of the American Soldier by Stephen Mansfield) New York, NY:
Jeremy P. Tarcher / Penguin Group (USA) Inc. Copyright – Stephen
Mansfield, 2005.
Sometimes this leads to a kind of utilitarian spirituality, what some
have called a “faith buffet” or a “whatever works” kind of religion. When one
Millennial was asked what he believed, he said, “One part Buddha, three parts
Jesus, two parts fortune cookie, and three parts Oprah.”
p. 37
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Heaven Guaranteed for $20
Petr Kouba runs a website called Heaven’s Registry. For $20, Kouba offers
“guaranteed admission into heaven.” Although police consider this a scam,
detective Mark Johnson admitted, “It would be pretty tough to prove he’s
wrong.”
The certificate is also available for “cherished pets” at a cost of $15.
Commenting on the report, pastor Alan Andrus said, “Our calling is to teach
and to preach what’s in the Bible. I guess there’ll always be people who take
advantage of people and use religion to do it.”
The Heaven’s Registry website warns that only God knows which faults will
keep us out of heaven: “picking a flower in the park, eating a grape at the
market without paying for it, breaking the law by speeding or going through a
stop sign, using the Lord’s name in vain, adultery and many more.” After
raising the specter of uncertainty, the website promises that with this 100
percent guaranteed heavenly admission certificate, there is now “no need for
confessions or penance.”
Citation: Andrea Sands, Edmonton Sun (12-30-04);
submitted by Kirk MacLeod, Keswick, Ontario, Canada
© 2005 PreachingToday.com & Christianity Today International

(PreachingToday.com)

(How Now Shall We Live? by Charles Colson with Anne Morse) Wheaton, IL:
Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. Copyright – Prison Fellowship
Ministries, 2004.
What’s even more noteworthy is what Americans believe about the
relationship between religion, morality, and truth. For instance, 60 percent of
Americans believe that growing up in a religious home makes it more likely
that a child will be a moral adult. Yet less than half say that a belief in God is
necessary to be a moral person.
Similarly, more than three-quarters of all Americans agree with the
statement “Many religions can lead to eternal life.” What’s even more
distressing, according to Pew, is that nearly half of the “highly committed”
evangelicals polled agreed with that statement.
p. 155
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(How Now Shall We Live? by Charles Colson with Anne Morse) Wheaton, IL:
Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. Copyright – Prison Fellowship
Ministries, 2004.

Oh, God, in a culture that rejects the very idea of truth, let me never be afraid
to proclaim what I know to be gloriously, “intolerantly” true: that no one can
come to you except through the sacrifice of your Son, Jesus Christ.
p. 156

John Olerud’s Lesson on Trust
Professional baseball player John Olerud’s daughter has a rare genetic disease.
During one of her medical treatments, the Boston Red Sox baseman held his
infant daughter while doctors attempted to insert an IV. Olerud described the
look in her eyes this way: What’s going on? I thought you were my dad,

protecting me, and you’re holding me down and allowing them to poke me?
How can you say you love me and let somebody do this? Knowing that even if

he could tell her why all this was happening, she wouldn’t understand, Olerud
could only say, “You’ve just got to trust me.”

Olerud saw an important faith lesson in that experience. “Sometimes with our
suffering, you look to God and say, ‘God, this does not make any sense. I’m
getting hammered here, and you could change it.’ I’m sure he’s looking at us
saying, ‘I can’t tell you why I’m doing this. It is in your best interest. You just
have to trust me.’”
Citation: Stephen Nordbye, Charlton, Massachusetts; source;
The Boston Globe (6-24-05) pp. D1 & D6
© 2005 PreachingToday.com & Christianity Today International

(PreachingToday.com)
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(All That Really Matters by Sheila Walsh) Colorado Springs, CO: Waterbrook
Press. Copyright – Sheila Walsh, 2003.
I take great comfort in the sovereignty of God because of his character, his
goodness, his mercy, and his grace. God has no favorites. He loves all his
children, with equal passion, even if at times it seems to us that we have been
overlooked.
p. 45
Pastor and author Steve Brown, quoting a friend, observed: “All of
biblical theology can be summed up in two sentences:
“1.
Cheer up, you’re a lot worse than you think you are.
“2.
Cheer up, God’s grace is a lot bigger than you think it is.”
I love that! Even in our “moments of truth,” we have no idea how
desperately evil our hearts can be. We have no concept of what perfection is,
especially in the way in which God is perfect.
p. 188
It is going to be our joy and privilege now to turn our attention to the FINAL
SECTION of Daniel 11:36-45.
As the scene of our study opens the year is 534 B.C. Daniel is 91 years old and
he is receiving his final vision that we have been tracking through chapters 10
and 11 thus far.
Daniel’s vision has brought us from 534 B.C. to Antiochus Epiphanes who
ruled from 175-164 B.C.
This is a total of 370 years of future history recorded here by Daniel in 534 B.C.
We have a gap, however, between verse 35 and verse 36 which runs the fastforward on our VCR of life to Daniel’s seventieth week—the second coming of
Christ the King and the setting up of His kingdom.
This means that we have moved forward from 164 B.C. where we left off in
verse 35 at the end of the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes to verse 36. We are
2,169 years further into the future and we are still counting.
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If we take the time from Daniel receiving this vision in 534 B.C., we would
have to say that we are at 2,539 years and still counting.
If you will remember back in Daniel 9 we had the vision of the seventy weeks
of Daniel—490 years. Those 490 years began on March 14, 445 B.C. and now
we are down at year 164 B.C. or 281 years.
From here, 69 of those weeks of years actually come to a conclusion when the
Lord Jesus Christ rides into Jerusalem on His triumphal entry in making a
valid offer of the kingdom to the Jews.
Those 69 weeks of years being fulfilled at that time then skips the church age
and you have the final seven years of tribulation before the coming of the
kingdom.
We have now skipped all of that and we are in the FINAL WEEK—the seven
years of tribulation—as the scene of today’s study opens.

The Bible Knowledge Commentary says:
Starting with Daniel 11:36 the prophecy moves from the “near” to the “far.”
The events recorded in verses 36-45 will occur during the final seven years of
the 70 sevens (9:24).
p. 1371

Wiersbe says:
At verse 36, the angel shifts to the latter days and describes the program
of Antichrist. Read 2 Thessalonians 2 and Revelation 13.
What should God’s people do in such times of conflict and destruction?
They should be strong in the Lord, carry out daring deeds of faith, and share
the truth with others, despite persecution and possible death (vv. 32-33). Bad
times challenge good people.
pp. 567-68
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Showers titles this section:

p. 162

THE CHARACTER OF THE COMING WILLFUL KING,
ANTICHRIST (11:36-39)

He says further:
Many scholars, both ancient and modern, Jewish and Christian, have
been convinced that there is a great gap of time between the end of verse
thirty-five and the beginning of verse thirty-six of Daniel 11. According to this
view, the prophecies of verses two through thirty-five were fulfilled by the end
of the days of Antiochus Epiphanes (164 B.C.), but the prophecies beginning
with verse thirty-six will be fulfilled by the Antichrist during the last several
years leading up to the second coming of Christ.42
p. 162

He then says finally:
There are several good reasons for believing that this view is correct.
First, although verses two through thirty-five have been fulfilled clearly and
precisely by past historic events, there is nothing from the past that
corresponds exactly with the prophecies beginning with verse thirty-six.43
Second, other prophetic passages which describe the Antichrist correspond
exactly with the description of the king beginning with verse thirty-six.44
Third, according to Daniel 12:1, during the time of the king described in Daniel
11:36-45 “there will be a time of distress such as never occurred since there
was a nation until that time.” Several centuries after Christ gave this
revelation to Daniel, He indicated that this unique time of distress would
transpire during the time period immediately before His second coming
(Mt. 24:21-22, 29-31). Jesus thereby placed the fulfillment of Daniel 11:36-12:3
into the future when Antichrist will rule.45
p. 163
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J. Vernon McGee titles this section:
p. 599

VICIOUS AND VOCAL VOLITION OF THE MAN OF SIN

Gangel says:

An amazing summary of history, which describes 135 prophecies already
fulfilled, now unveils the gateway to the future and the ultimate fulfillment of
the little horn in Antichrist.
p. 304

He says further:
In this study I take the position that the break occurs right here,
between verses 35 and 36, although we will attempt to represent the
amillennial viewpoint fairly.
p. 304

Walvoord says:
Because of the completely unsatisfactory explanation of an historical
fulfillment of verses 36-45 in contrast with the precise fulfillment of the earlier
portion, conservative expositors relate this passage to the climax of history
culminating in the second advent of Christ. This, of course, is in keeping with
the total tenor of Daniel’s prophecies which characteristically have their climax
in the end of the interadvent age and the triumph of the kingdom of heaven
which the Son of man will accomplish when He returns. The passage,
therefore, is to be considered as contemporaneous with the climax of chapter 2,
the destruction of the image, and the destruction of the little horn of Daniel 7,
a period described in the book of Revelation, chapters 6-19. The king described
in verses 36-39 of Daniel 11 and the events of the subsequent verses therefore
have nothing to do with the second century B.C., and are entirely future and
unfulfilled.
p. 271
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Leupold holds to this same position when he says:
Our chief reasons for this position are the following. In the first place,
over against the contention that there is nothing that would indicate a
transition to another subject it must be remembered that there is a factor in
v. 35 which is just such a transition though we did not indicate this fact above.
This factor is the remark that the smelting, sifting, and purifying were to
continue “until the time of the end.” That means that the sifting spoken of
shall be the mark of all history that follows until the very end. As far as that
end may seem to lie in the future, we were assured that “yet at the time
appointed it shall come.” With that remark the needed transition is complete.
p. 511

He says further:
To this must be added another argument arising from v. 36, that this
verse does not at all apply to Antiochus. As we shall see, in v. 36 things are
predicated concerning the person under consideration that are not historically
true with reference to this king. He was not the sort of person there described.
All these considerations ought to be deemed sufficient to establish the
correctness of our position.
p. 512

Gowan disagrees when he says:
At verse 40 (and sometimes as early as v. 21) some interpreters have
claimed Daniel is no longer speaking of the Seleucids but has skipped over
many centuries, from the second century BC to the last days, and has
introduced the antichrist (e.g., Jerome; see Archer 1977, 129; Young 1949, 251;
Miller 1994, 305-13). So Daniel the prophet was not mistaken, after all. This
defense of Daniel’s accuracy raises several unanswered questions. Why would
a sixth-century prophet recount in great detail the fates of a series of thirdand second-century kings—meaningless history—then without warning or
explanation skip to the antichrist? Antichrist is at any rate a concept that first
appeared in the New Testament . . . It was greatly elaborated in later
Christian writings, but it is a completely unhistorical approach to project it
back into the Old Testament.
p. 151
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Baldwin says:
There is an echo of Isaiah 10:23, ‘a full end, as decreed’, in the Hebrew of what

is determined: God will be God whatever pretensions men may adopt.
p. 197

Gaebelein says:
Between verses 35 and 36 we must put a long and unreckoned period of time.
Antiochus Epiphanes and the victorious Maccabees end the historical
fulfillment of the predictions of the great prophecies in the first part of this
chapter, and since then over 2,000 years have come and gone and the
fulfillment of verses 36-45 have not yet been. First we read of a wilful King.
Who is this king so fully pictured in verses 36-45?
p. 37

Fyall does not believe there is a gap. He titles verses 36-39 as:
The character of Antiochus (11:36-39)
Here the passage begins to probe more deeply into the nature of Antiochus and
this is to lead to a passage where the focus begins to move from him to a yet
more sinister figure.
p. 178

Walvoord in his book Every Prophecy of the Bible titles this section:

Daniel’s Fourth Vision: The Time of the End

The reference to “the time of the end” referred to in the remaining prophecy
beginning in verse 36 was not the immediate outcome of the reign of Antiochus
IV Epiphanes. The chronological gap between Antiochus IV Epiphanes (vv. 2135) and the end time (vv. 36-45) was common in the Old Testament as many
prophecies concerning the first and second coming of Christ though presented
together were separated by thousands of years in their fulfillment.
p. 271
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Walvoord says further:
The detailed prophecies of Daniel 10:1–11:35 were entirely prophetic from
Daniel’s viewpoint in the sixth century B.C. and have now all been fulfilled.
From Daniel’s standpoint it was all future, but beginning with verse 36,
prophecies given by Daniel have not yet been fulfilled and, in fact, relate to the
period just before the Second Coming.
p. 271

Ironside titles this section and then says:
THE ANTICHRIST
“Ye know,” says the apostle John, “that Antichrist shall come.” He at
once goes on to say that already there are many antichrists; but he
distinguishes clearly between these lesser forerunners of the final apostasy and
the future impious personage who is so frequently mentioned in prophecy as
the very incarnation of lawlessness and blasphemy, but is only here distinctly
called by name.
I suppose there are very few prophetic teachers, of any scriptural
discernment, who question the application of the present passage to Antichrist.
p. 210

Blair says:
There is no question about the first thirty-five verses of this chapter and their
fulfillment, but considering the passage beginning with verse 36, there is
nothing in history to match the prophecies to be found therein. Even
Antiochus Epiphanes, who is so vividly portrayed in the previous verses, could
not possibly be the willful king of verses 36-39. Thus it seems quite obvious
that between verses 35 and 36 there is a lapse of time of hundreds of years.
Already two thousand years have passed and the unusual personage described
in these verses has not appeared.
p. 223
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Campbell titles the section:
Prophecies Concerning Antichrist (11:36-45)
“What is past is prologue.” The climax of this chapter is now reached, and it is
clearly seen that the suffering of the Jews under Antiochus Epiphanes (175–
164 B.C.) was a foreshadowing of their deeper afflictions under the sinister
figure now described, the Antichrist. The tenor of the prophecy begins to
change (v. 36). All intervening history is passed over, and there is a leap of
centuries to the “time of the end” and to a renewed struggle between the king
of the north and the king of the south.
Though not all have agreed, the evidence seems conclusive that the
spotlight now falls on an evil ruler of the last days—Antichrist: (1) according to
the angel’s words, the scope of this prophecy was to include the “latter days” (see
10:14); (2) in the opening verses of this section (vv. 36-39) introductory
statements are made as if this person is being introduced in this context for the
first time. This corresponds with the fact that the story of Antiochus in relation
to the Jews was brought to completion (v. 35); (3) the prophecies (through v. 35)
find fulfillment in history, but there is no historical correspondence with what
now follows; (4) this king is actually distinguished from the king of the north
(v. 40). Therefore he cannot be Antiochus Epiphanes; (5) the entire section
(vv. 36-45) corresponds remarkably with other recognized prophecies of the final
Antichrist . . . (6) in connection with this person’s rule there will occur the time
of Great Tribulation (12:1).
p. 131

Miller titles this section:
ANTICHRIST (11:36-45). Now the most notorious tyrant who will ever live
is introduced into the narrative. First Antichrist’s evil character is related
(11:36-39); then his wars are described (11:40-45).
p. 306
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Haskell says:
God’s eye is upon his people, and he never leaves himself without a
witness in the world. No man knows when Turkey will take its departure from
Europe, but when that move is made, earth’s history will be short. Then it will
be said, “He that is unjust let him be unjust still, . . . and he that is righteous
let him be righteous still.” To-day is “the day of preparation.” The fate of
Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece, and Rome is recorded for the edification of the
nations of to-day, and the lessons taught by all center in the events just before
us.
p. 248-49

Feinberg says:
The cause of the Great Tribulation is threefold: moral, satanic,
political.46 The failure of Israel to accept her Messiah and the complete moral
failure on the part of Gentile nations and professing Christendom will bring on
this period (Ezekiel 30:3). Second, it will be occasioned by the increase in the
power and influence of Satan in preparing for the time when he shall reveal his
man of sin as the god of the age (2 Thessalonians 2:7-8) in the middle of the
period. In the third place, it will be occasioned by the plan of God to set His
King on His holy hill of Zion.
p. 161

Jeremiah says:
The angel of prophecy takes Daniel from about two hundred years in the
future to more than two thousand years ahead. Now we see another king.
This one makes Antiochus Epiphanes look like a boy scout.
p. 224
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Longman says:
ANYONE WHO DOES not acknowledge a difficulty here is a polemicist in the
worst possible sense. That is, he or she knows better that this is a difficult
passage one way or the other, and not to acknowledge the difficulty and not to
allow for tolerance for the other view is simply bad faith. The issue is: Who is
in mind in verses 36-45? Further complicating the issue is the question of
whose “mind” are we referring to, the human author or the divine author? It is
our understanding of the nature of revelation . . . that the human author did
not fully understand the implications of what he was speaking about. In other
words, it is conceivable that Daniel thought he was still describing the
climactic king of the north, whom he has been speaking about since verse 21
and whom we have identified as Antiochus IV Epiphanes, but the divine
intention may have been much broader.
There are several signals for a broader intention. (1) The language
takes on bigger-than-life terms. As Clifford (who does not follow us in
assigning an eschatological meaning to these verses) puts it, we get mythical,
cosmic language here, that is, language that lifts us above mundane, earthly
activity.18 (2) We have the language of the “time of the end” (v. 40). This takes
us to the edge of history, which, of course, was not achieved at the time of
Antiochus Epiphanes, as horrible as his reign was. (3) Finally, we know that
verses 40-45 simply do not work when applied to the life and death of
Antiochus Epiphanes. Antiochus did not “extend his power over many
countries; Egypt will not escape” (v. 42). Nor did he die when he “pitch[ed] his
royal tents between the seas at the beautiful holy mountain” (v. 45).
18. R. J. Clifford, “History and Myth in Daniel 10-12,” BASOR 220 (1975): 23-26.

pp. 280-81
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Boice says:
Earlier I mentioned that there are three chief approaches to this section.
The first is that it is continuing to speak of the career of Antiochus Epiphanes.
The best argument for this is that there is no obvious break between verses 35
and 36. So when verse 36 begins, “The king will do as he pleases,” it is natural
to identify this king as the last-mentioned king of the previous section,
Antiochus. The difficulty is that what is said in this section does not fit
Antiochus’s known career. Calvin in particular notices this, and so do other
scholars. It is possible that Antiochus Epiphanes may be a type of a greater
evil character prophesied for the last days—I believe that is the case—but if
these verses refer to either, it must be the later character and not Antiochus
himself whose career is highlighted.
The second view is that these verses prophesy part of the history of the
early Roman Empire. This was Calvin’s view and he went at it with great
thoroughness. No one can easily discount Calvin, of course. But it is
significant that Calvin was not entirely satisfied with his own interpretation,
at least as I read him. For one thing, he refers to the “king” whose career is
described in these verses, not to a specific individual, but to the “kingdom” of
the Romans as a whole. He defends this at some length. But if this is right, it
is out of step with the way kings are referred to in the first part of the chapter.
There “king” refers to a known individual. It should be the same here, in my
judgment. Moreover, Calvin has difficulty fixing the details of each prophecy,
which is the chief reason I have for saying the prophesied events must be
future.
The third view is that these verses refer to the Antichrist who is said
elsewhere to appear at the end of all things—just before the return of Jesus
Christ. There are a number of additional reasons for seeing the verses this
way. In verse 40 the angel speaks of “the time of the end,” which is neither the
time of Antiochus Epiphanes or the time of the early Roman Empire. It refers
to the end of the world immediately before the final judgment. Since the
events of verse 40 are picking up from the verses that have gone before, the
phrase “the time of the end” fixes the time frame of this section.
p. 115
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Stortz says:
There is a gap of more than two thousand years between verses 35 and
36 of Daniel 11.
p. 210

Sir Robert Anderson in his book The Coming Prince says:
Whatever view be taken of the earlier portion of the eleventh of Daniel, it is
clear that “the king” of the thirty-sixth and following verses is the great enemy
of the last days. His wars and conquests are predicted,† and the twelfth
chapter opens with the mention of the predicted time of trouble, “the great
tribulation” of Matthew and Revelation.
p. 185

Wiersbe says:
At Daniel 11:36, the prophecy shifts from Antiochus Epiphanes to the
man he foreshadowed, the Antichrist, the last world dictator.1 We have moved
to “the time of the end” . . . when the following events are predicted to occur:
• The rise of Antichrist—11:36-39
• The Tribulation—12:1
• War and invasions—11:40-43
• The battle of Armageddon—11:44-45a
• The return of Christ to defeat Antichrist—11:45b . . .
p. 139
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Wiersbe titles this section:
1. The time of tribulation (Dan. 11:36–12:1)
Both the Old Testament and the New Testament teach that a time of
great tribulation will one day come to the world, and our interpretation of
Daniel’s seventy weeks (9:24-27) locates this period in the last “week” of his
prophecy. The event that triggers the beginning of those last seven years is the
signing of the covenant with Israel by the powerful leader in the ten-nation
confederacy in Europe . . . The reason for the covenant seems to be the
guarantee of his protection for Israel while the Jews rebuild their temple in
Jerusalem. The Tribulation period will end with the return of Christ and the
confinement of Antichrist and Satan in the lake of fire (Rev. 19:11-21).
pp. 139-40

He says finally:
This evil ruler doesn’t suddenly appear in his true character and assume
leadership over the world. He begins his rise to power as a part of the tennation European coalition; he is the “little horn” that emerges from the ten
horns (7:24ff). He begins as a man of peace who “solves” the Arab/Israeli
problem and proves himself to be a master politician.3 Gradually his evil
designs are revealed, and at the middle of the seven-year period, he will break
that covenant, claim world control, and set himself up as god . . .
p. 140
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Dyer says:
God’s prophetic clock will begin ticking when a world ruler, called in various
places the prince, the antichrist, or the beast, makes a seven-year treaty with
the nation of Israel (Daniel 9:27). In some way this treaty will guarantee
Israel’s peace and safety and will provide an apparent solution to the ArabIsraeli conflict in the Middle East.
This leader will arise from the remnants of the Roman Empire, probably
Europe or the area of the Mediterranean basin. He will control an empire of
ten nations and will dominate the world through military power2. But the
peace with Israel will be shattered midway through the seven years. The
leader will arrive in Israel, enter the temple (which will have been rebuilt by
the Jews), and declare himself to be God.3 A statue of this man will be erected
in the temple, and everyone will be ordered to bow down to the image.4
The construction of the statue marks a turning point. For the first three
and a half years Israel will enjoy a state of relative peace, protected by her
treaty with this world ruler. But for the final three and a half years, this false
messiah will turn his worldwide empire against the Jews. Unleashing a
hatred even worse than Hitler’s, the antichrist will devote his energies to
eradicating God’s people.5 He will not be stopped until Christ returns to earth
to rescue his people and reestablish his rule over the nations.6
pp. 166-67
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Dyer says further:
The final three-and-a-half years of this period are a time of unparalleled
trouble for the nation of Israel. Jesus Christ described the “abomination that
causes desolation” (Matthew 24:15) and indicated that its fulfillment was still
in the future.
When this statue or image is finally set up in the temple, “then let those
who are in Judea flee to the mountains . . . For then there will be great
distress, unequaled from the beginning of the world until now—and never to be
equaled again” (Matthew 24:16, 21).
John describes these same events in Revelation 13. He pictures this
future world ruler as a “beast” who will be empowered by Satan and who will
persecute the Jews for forty-two months, or three-and-a-half years, the same
amount of time predicted by Daniel (Revelation 13:5).
John explains the “abomination that causes desolation” spoken of by
Daniel and by Christ. The abomination will be an image of the beast that will
be set up in the temple in Jerusalem (Revelation 13:14). All who refuse to
worship this statue will be killed. This seven-year period ends with the second
coming of Jesus Christ to earth to judge sin and set up his kingdom over the
entire earth (Revelation 19:11-21).
Sounds familiar, doesn’t it? Just as Nebuchadnezzar put his statue out
on the plain of Dura and tested the loyalty of his subjects, including Zedekiah,
king of Judah, so will this future antichrist erect some sort of statue or image
and demand that people pay homage to it. The penalty for refusal? Death!
pp. 188-89
In The Road to Armageddon by Swindoll, Walvoord & Pentecost, we read these
words:
An antichrist can have two emphases from the Greek anti. It may mean
“one who is opposed to Christ,” or “one who comes as a substitute for Christ.”
Now those are not separate. They’re interwoven, and this one who is coming is
Satan’s masterpiece of deception in which Satan will say to the world, “This
one is your prince of peace. He can solve the world’s political unrest, and if you
submit to his political authority, he will institute a reign of peace here on this
earth.”
p. 91
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Swindoll, Walvoord & Pentecost say further:
The Antichrist’s coming cannot be until after the believers of this age are
translated into glory. You’re wasting your time trying to figure out if a certain
political ruler either in Washington or London or Berlin is the Antichrist. It’s
foolish. He will be revealed only by making a covenant with Israel. That takes
place after you and I are in glory. But if we can see that world movements are
preparing the way for the coming of this one, we can’t help but draw the
conclusion that the coming of our Lord is drawing nigh.
Will you imagine please, a platform that is shut off by a curtain that’s
drawn? There’s a lot of activity going on behind that drawn curtain. If there’s
a little crack between the bottom of the curtain and the floor, you can see feet
rushing around, you can hear furniture being moved, you can hear things going
on. You can’t see, but you know that the stage manager is in control and is
directing to make sure that every person and every prop essential to that
drama is in place.
I think that’s the day in which we’re living. The one who designed all
human history and showed us how it will culminate in the enthronement of
Jesus Christ as King of kings and Lord of lords is getting the stage set. And
the only thing that keeps that curtain from going up is the stage manager. He
is just looking over, making sure everything is set, and in His appointed time
He’ll say lift the curtain. That’ll be when we’re translated into glory and this
drama will unfold.
pp. 100-101
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v. 36 “The king will do as he pleases. He will exalt and magnify himself above
every god and will say unheard-of things against the God of gods. He
will be successful until the time of wrath is completed, for what has been
determined must take place.

Peterson paraphrases verse 36:
“‘Meanwhile, the king of the north will do whatever he pleases.
He’ll puff himself up and posture himself as greater than any god. He
will even dare to brag and boast in defiance of the God of gods. And he’ll
get by with it for a while—until this time of wrathful judgment is
completed, for what is decreed must be done.
p. 1605

The Bible Knowledge Commentary says:
This coming king will be independent of any authority apart from
himself (he will do as he pleases). Midway during his seven-year reign he will
exercise the political power given him by the 10 kings who will have elected
him (Rev. 17:12-13). He will also take to himself absolute power in the
religious realm, magnifying himself above all gods and defying and speaking
blasphemously against the God of gods. “He opposes and exalts himself over
everything that is called God or is worshiped, and even sets himself up in God’s
temple, proclaiming himself to be God” . . . “He will speak against the Most
High” (Dan. 7:25). The world will be persuaded to worship him as god by the
miracles the false prophet will perform in his name . . . He will succeed in
spreading his influence around the world, both politically and religiously (Rev.
13:7-8).
The duration of this king’s rule has been determined by God. He will be
successful as the world ruler during the time of wrath, the three and one-half
years of the Great Tribulation, but at the end of that period the judgment
determined by God will be meted out to him . . .
p. 1371
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There are FOUR THINGS said here that this king will do:
1.

“THE KING WILL DO AS HE PLEASES,”

2.

“HE WILL EXALT AND MAGNIFY HIMSELF ABOVE EVERY
GOD,”

3.

“HE . . . WILL SAY UNHEARD-OF THINGS AGAINST THE
GOD OF GODS,” and

4.

“HE WILL BE SUCCESSFUL.”

We could translate the phrase “MAGNIFY HIMSELF ABOVE EVERY GOD” as:
“magnify himself above every diety.”
“[He] WILL SAY UNHEARD-OF [or PRESUMPTUOUS] THINGS AGAINST
THE GOD OF GODS.”
The KEY PHRASE in the whole passage is at the conclusion of verse 36. Once
again we have the total and complete confidence in our God who is:
the SOVEREIGN OF THE UNIVERSE,
the SOVEREIGN OF OUR WORLD,
the SOVEREIGN OF OUR NATION, and
the SOVEREIGN OF OUR INDIVIDUAL LIVES.
These FOUR THINGS that the “man of sin” or the Antichrist is going to be
accomplishing as a critical entity that makes all the difference in the world.
He will be able only to do these FOUR THINGS:
“UNTIL THE TIME OF WRATH IS COMPLETED.”
Or until the Lord blows the whistle, pulls on a chain, and says the game is
over.
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The REASON is seen in the LAST PHRASE:
“FOR WHAT HAS BEEN DETERMINED [OR DECREED] MUST TAKE
PLACE.”
We could translate the phrase:
“what has been decreed must occur.”

Walvoord in his book Every Prophecy of the Bible says:
The final world ruler was described by Daniel, “The king will do as he
pleases. He will exalt and magnify himself above every god and will say
unheard-of things against the God of gods” (v. 36). Some interpreters have
attempted to relate this king to Antiochus IV mentioned in the earlier verses of
this chapter. However, the evidence of history is that Antiochus IV died
shortly after fulfilling the preceding verses in the year 164 B.C. Some think he
was insane at the time of his death. In any event he did not fulfill any of the
events described in the latter part of this chapter, beginning in verse 36.
p. 271

Miller says:
“Unheard-of things” is a translation of the Hebrew niplā ôt (from pālā ,
“be surpassing, extraordinary”; noun pele , “wonder”), which denotes
“astonishing, shocking, or unbelievable things.” Antichrist will spew out
shockingly blasphemous words against Christ . . .
p. 306
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Leupold says:
It must be admitted that, if this verse were found in a chapter which
happened to be the only chapter of the book of Daniel, it would certainly offer
very little evidence that the Antichrist is being referred to. But we have read
of the Antichrist before in Daniel, especially in 7:25. Second Thessalonians 2:4
must be a quotation from this verse; this New Testament passage without a
doubt speaks of the Antichrist. In like manner he is spoken of in 9:26 although
there the title “prince” is used with regard to him; but similar things are
predicted concerning him. The more one reflects on the matter, the stronger
the conviction becomes that this must refer to someone other than Antiochus
Epiphanes. The matter that has confused some interpreters is the fact that
King Antiochus is also regarded as a type of the New Testament Antichrist and
is, in a sense, the Old Testament Antichrist.
p. 513

Walvoord in his commentary says:
According to verse 36, the king is an absolute ruler who “shall do
according to his will.” If this is the great tribulation, as intimated in Daniel
12:1, when the Roman ruler is a world ruler, it is difficult to contemplate any
other ruler who could be absolute in authority, especially in an area so close to
the center of Roman power as Palestine. There can be only one king who does
absolutely according to his will in this period, and this must be the world ruler
which according to Daniel 7:23 “shall devour the whole earth, and tread it
down, and break it in pieces.” Although other rulers will be associated with
him, such as the ten horns of Revelation 17:12 and the false prophet of
Revelation 13:11-18, none of these can be described as absolute rulers.
p. 272

He says further:
Further evidence is found in the fact that he not only assumes complete
political rule, but also the role of God. According to verse 36, “he shall exalt
himself, and magnify himself above every god.” In his claim for deity, which he
demands that all recognize at the pain of death (Rev. 13:15), he clearly asserts
his supremacy over all others. To describe a ruler in Palestine during this time
under these extravagant terms would be incongruous with the total situation.
According to verse 36, he shall also blaspheme against the true God and
prosper for a time until he comes to his end.
p. 272
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J. Vernon McGee says:
At this point history ends and prophecy begins. The text passes from a
vile person to a vicious character, moving over a bridge of unmeasured time.
Antiochus Epiphanes was certainly a contemptible person, but he could not
measure up to the king described in verses 36-39.
p. 599

Patrick & Lowth say:
. . . Antiochus was a type and forerunner of antichrist, as hath been observed;
so the angel makes a sudden transition from the type to the antitype, or the
description of antichrist himself: the words in the four following verses being
not at all applicable to Antiochus.
p. 681-82

Gaebelein says:
While there is no difficulty to prove the historical fulfillment of verses
2-35 it impossible to locate anything in history which corresponds to verses
36-45. This in itself is noteworthy and an evidence that these closing verses of
our chapter await a future fulfillment.
pp. 179-80

Lucas says:
These verses summarize and evaluate Antiochus’ character and policies. The
general statement in v. 36 is filled out in vv. 37-39. The emphasis is on his
religious attitudes and policies.
p. 289
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Goldingay says:
The quasi-prophecy closes with an evaluative summary of Antiochus’s religious
attitudes as king.
p. 304

Feinberg says:
We believe—along with many Christian interpreters—that from this point
until the end of the chapter, we are no longer dealing with Antiochus
Epiphanes, but rather with the one of whom he was a foreshadowing, namely,
the Antichrist. The details of the prophecies in this section cannot properly
refer to Antiochus; for just as God gave definite signs and characteristics
throughout the Old Testament whereby Messiah could be recognized, so, too,
the Word of God has made clear the identity of Antichrist.
p. 173

Feinberg says further:
The Antichrist will be a person, not just some abstract principle. It is true
that the Bible speaks of “the spirit of the antichrist” in wicked men (1 John 4:3).
But that makes him no less real than Satan, whose “spirit . . . is now working in
the sons of disobedience” (Eph. 2:2).
The Antichrist will be a religious leader. The world is seeking someone
who can give the authoritative last word in religious matters; since it rejects
the Word of God, it turns to man for its answers. The atheism, pantheism,
materialism, behaviorism, and skepticism of our day are all preparing the way
for the coming of Antichrist.
p. 173
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Jeremiah in his book Until I Come says:
Antichrist will be the embodiment of everything Satan ever wanted in
this life. He will be the deceiver of all human deceivers, and the Bible says his
deception will be so powerful that, if it were possible, he would deceive even
the elect.
That’s where this long road of satanic deception is headed, and we are
even now merging onto that broad highway. As we move toward the time
when the Lord Jesus comes back, we will see increasingly more of this
deception. First Timothy 4:1 plainly tells us that this deception will grow: “The
Spirit expressly says that in latter times some will depart from the faith,
giving heed to deceiving spirits and doctrines of demons.”
I believe we are living on the edge of the latter times. Already the spirit
of deception is rampant among us. But let us not forget that in the midst of the
problem, there is Jesus! In the midst of the deception, there is the living,
victorious, eternal Truth. In the midst of the great seduction of our times,
there is the absolute, rock-solid person of the Lord Jesus Christ, the One Who
is the Way, the Truth, and the Life.
p. 41

Phillips & Vines say:
There can be little doubt that this one, who is bluntly labeled “the king,”
is the antichrist. His shadow has been before us in the story of Antiochus. He
now appears on the page himself, in all his pride and arrogance. He will be the
last of all the Caesars, Borgias, Machiavellis, Hitlers, and Stalins who have
cursed this earth.
Further light is cast on this dreadful person in 2 Thessalonians 2, where
he is described as “that man of sin” and “the son of perdition.” He is the beast
out of the sea in Revelation 13, the dreadful scion of Satan, lord of the west, the
final Caesar, head of the revised Roman empire, gifted, brilliant, lawless, cruel,
faithless. He will be supported by his soul twin, “the beast out of the earth, the
false prophet, the apostate Jewish apostle of the beast. In Revelation 17 he is
described as “the beast whose deadly wound was healed” and as “the beast out
of the abyss,” signifying that, in the later stages of his career, having been
killed, he will be brought back to life again and thereafter will be a
supernatural being, one utterly devoted to evil.
In his arrogance and pride, the antichrist, in full control of the west, will
exalt himself and magnify himself against every god and will blaspheme the
true and only God.
p. 189
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Matthew Henry says:
He shall impiously dishonour the God of Israel, called here the God of Gods.
He shall, in defiance of him, do according to his will against his people and his
holy religion. This was fulfilled when Antiochus forbade sacrifices to be offered
in God’s temple, and ordered the sabbaths to be profaned, the sanctuary and
the holy people to be polluted, &c., to the end that they might forget the law
and change all the ordinances, and this upon pain of death, . . . Antiochus did
not regard any god, but magnified himself above all, v. 37.
p. 1103

Mark Bailey in Dyer’s book Prophecy in Light of Today says:
On average, we all blink about twenty-five times every minute. Each
blink takes one-fifth of a second. Therefore, if you take a ten-hour automobile
trip, averaging only forty miles per hour, you drive twenty of those miles with
your eyes closed. Just think how much you miss!
p. 89
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Captain Refused to Acknowledge He Was Lost
On September 3, 1989, Varig Airlines Flight 254 was at Brazil’s Maraba
Airport preparing for takeoff. Under normal circumstances the hop to nearby
Belém would only take 48 minutes. Captain Cézar Garcez consulted a
computer-generated flight plan and read the number 0270 which corresponded
to the magnetic heading from Maraba to Belém. But Garcez inadvertently
dialed 270 into the Horizontal Situation Indicator. Minutes later, flight 254
took off and climbed to an altitude of 29,000 feet. Instead of heading northeast
toward the Brazilian coastline and the city of Belém, the plane turned west
and headed straight toward the Amazon forest.
Captain Garcez sensed something was wrong. At this point in the flight plan
he expected to be able to have visual contact with the Belém airport.
Frustrated, the captain executed a 180-degree turn, not recognizing the
absurdity of his due west/due east course. Having been notified by the flight
attendants that the passengers were wondering what was happening, Garcez
lied. He announced there was a power failure at the Belém airport, and that
he would circle the area waiting for the power to be restored.
Despite not knowing where he was, Captain Garcez informed the Varig flight
coordinator on the ground he estimated the plane would be landing in Belém in
five minutes. He then ordered the flight attendants to serve a fresh round of
drinks to the bewildered passengers.
At 7:39 p.m., when the flight was 68 minutes overdue, the first officer
identified the problem and started to explain to the captain his mistake. But
the captain dismissed his explanation. Refusing to ask for help, he began
counting the minutes until the plane would run out of fuel. All the while he
searched the ground hoping to find an airport where he could land the plane.
About an hour later, out of fuel, Garcez made a remarkable crash-landing in
total darkness in a dense tropical forest. The plane was 700 miles from the
intended destination. Although all six of the crew survived, 13 of the 48
passengers were killed. Both Captain Garcez and the first officer had their
commercial licenses revoked. They never flew again.
The Mercer Island Reporter (12-12-02);
submitted by Greg Asimakoupoulos, Naperville, Illinois
© 2005 PreachingToday.com & Christianity Today International

(PreachingToday.com)
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(Don’t Waste Your Life by John Piper) Wheaton, IL: Crossway Books.
Copyright – Desiring God Foundation, 2003.
The Beatles released their album Rubber Soul in December 1965 and sang out
their existentialism with compelling power for my generation. Perhaps it was
clearest in John Lennon’s “Nowhere Man.”

p. 15

He’s a real nowhere man
Sitting in his nowhere land
Making all his nowhere plans
For nobody
Doesn’t have a point of view
Knows not where he’s going to
Isn’t he a bit like you and me?

Study Finds U.S. Families the Weakest in the Western World
The State of Our Unions 2005, an annual report put out by the National
Marriage Project at Rutgers University, highlighted the dismal state of the
family in the United States. Among the findings:
Only 63 percent of American children grow up with both biological parents, the
lowest percentage among Western nations.
The U.S. divorce rate has declined over the past 25 years, but that is offset by
the even greater decline in marriages.
Instead of marriage, couples are living together. Yet cohabiting couples have
twice the breakup rate of married couples.
Co-author of the study, David Popenoe, said, “Cohabitation is here to stay.
I don’t think it’s good news, especially for children. As society shifts from
marriage to cohabitation which is what’s happening you have an increase in
family instability.” According to Popenoe, the result of that instability is that
“the United States has the weakest families in the Western world.”
Sharon Jayson, “Wedding Bells Aren’t Ringing, but Neither Are Phones of
Divorce Lawyers,” USA Today Online (7-18-05); submitted
© 2005 PreachingToday.com & Christianity Today International

(PreachingToday.com)
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(The 8th Habit by Stephen R. Covey) New York, NY: Publisher. Free Press /
Simon & Schuster – FranklinCovey Co., 2004.

When I look back on my life nowadays, which I sometimes do,
what strikes me most forcibly about it is that what seemed at the
time significant and seductive, seems now most futile and absurd.
For instance, success in all of its various guises; being known and
being praised; ostensible pleasures, like acquiring money or
seducing women, or traveling, going to and fro in the world
and up and down in it like Satan, explaining and experiencing
whatever Vanity Fair has to offer. In retrospect, all these
exercises in self-gratification seem like pure fantasy,
what Pascal called, “licking the earth.”
MALCOLM MUGGERIDGE

p. 299

While we are working our way through the rest of this passage, let us keep it
constantly before us that this Antichrist is going to do FOUR THINGS:
1.

“THE KING WILL DO AS HE PLEASES,”

2.

“THE KING . . . WILL EXALT AND MAGNIFY HIMSELF
ABOVE EVERY GOD,”

3.

“THE KING . . . WILL SAY UNHEARD-OF THINGS AGAINST
THE GOD OF GODS,” and

4.

“THE KING . . . WILL BE SUCCESSFUL.”

The KEY PHRASE for the whole verse is those final words. These FOUR
THINGS will happen:
“UNTIL THE TIME OF WRATH IS COMPLETED.”
The REASON follows:
“FOR WHAT HAS BEEN DETERMINED [OR DECREED] MUST TAKE
PLACE [OR OCCUR].”
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v. 37 He will show no regard for the gods of his fathers or for the one desired
by women, nor will he regard any god, but will exalt himself above them
all.

Peterson paraphrases verse 37:
He will have no respect for the gods of his ancestors, not even that
popular favorite among women, Adonis. Contemptuous of every god and
goddess, the king of the north will puff himself up greater than all of
them.
p. 1605
“HE WILL SHOW NO REGARD [RESPECT] FOR THE GODS OF HIS
FATHERS OR FOR THE ONE DESIRED [OR LOVED] BY WOMEN, NOR
WILL HE REGARD [RESPECT] ANY GOD, BUT WILL EXALT [OR
ELEVATE] HIMSELF ABOVE THEM ALL.”
Isaiah 14:13-14
You said in your heart, “I will ascend to heaven; I will raise my throne
above the stars of God; I will sit enthroned on the mount of assembly, on
the utmost heights of the sacred mountain. I will ascend above the tops
of the clouds; I will make myself like the Most High.”
Ezekiel 28:1-2
The word of the Lord came to me: “Son of man, say to the ruler of Tyre,
‘This is what the Sovereign Lord says: “‘In the pride of your heart you
say, “I am a god; I sit on the throne of a god in the heart of the seas.”
But you are a man and not a god, though you think you are as wise as a
god.
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2 Thessalonians 2:3-9
Let no one in any way deceive you, for it will not come unless the
apostasy comes first, and the man of lawlessness is revealed, the son of
destruction, who opposes and exalts himself above every so-called god or
object of worship, so that he takes his seat in the temple of God,
displaying himself as being God. Do you not remember that while I was
still with you, I was telling you these things? And you know what
restrains him now, so that in his time he may be revealed. For the
mystery of lawlessness is already at work; only he who now restrains
will do so until he is taken out of the way. And then that lawless one
will be revealed whom the Lord will slay with the breath of His mouth
and bring to an end by the appearance of His coming; that is, the one
whose coming is in accord with the activity of Satan, with all power and
signs and false wonders,

The Bible Knowledge Commentary says:
Because of the reference to the gods (or God, ‘ĕlōhîm) of his fathers, some
have concluded that this ruler will be a Jew, since the Old Testament
frequently uses the phrase “the God of your fathers” to refer to the God of
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (e.g., Ex. 3:15). However, since this individual will
be the final ruler in the Roman world, the little horn of the fourth beast (Dan.
7:8, 24b), he must be a Gentile. His showing no regard for the gods of his
fathers means that in order to gain absolute power in the religious realm, this
king will have no respect for his religious heritage. He will set aside all
organized religion (nor will he regard any god) and will set himself up (exalt
himself) as the sole object of worship. Instead of depending on gods, he will
depend on his own power (received from Satan, Rev. 13:2) and by that power he
will demand worship of himself.
The fact that he has no regard for the one desired by women suggests he
repudiates the messianic hope of Israel. Perhaps many an Israelite woman
had longingly wondered if she would become the mother of the coming
Messiah, the nation’s Savior and King.
p. 1371
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Feinberg say:
This false messiah not only disregards the God of his fathers, but he also
disregards “the desire of women.” He will have no room for that One who is
preeminently the Desire of women, Messiah Himself. It was the fond hope and
longing of Jewish women that they might be the channel through whom
Messiah would be born. The reason that Antichrist has no respect for the
Desire of women is that he will seek to take that place himself.
p. 175

Jeremiah says:
Jesus warned of a great increase in deception. He urged His people not
to be swayed or seduced by false messiahs and antichrists.
The spirit of antichrist runs rampant through our world. Satan never
seems to run out of counterfeits; hell’s warehouses are stocked to the rafters
with them. Everywhere you turn, you hear and read people’s wild
proclamations about the future. In early 1999, for instance, newspaper
headlines spoke of a Denver-based “doomsday” cult, which was rounded up and
shipped home by Israeli security agents. According to Israel, the group was
plotting bloody violence at the turning of the millennium. For what reason?
To hasten the Apocalypse and the second coming of Jesus.
As if heaven needs assistance to draw this age to a close!
p. 47

Gaebelein says:
. . . “he shall not regard the desire of women.” The Lord Jesus Christ is here in
view. Pious Jewish women in Pre-messianic times had one great desire, they
wanted to be mothers, with a view to Him, who is the promised seed of the
woman. His birth was desired by these godly mothers of Israel.
p. 188
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J. Vernon McGee says:
“He shall magnify himself above all” is the final fruition of the self-will
of this willful king. His total ambition is self-adulation.
p. 601

Walvoord says:
The expression should be rendered “the gods of his fathers,” that is, any god, as
most revisions translate it.
p. 274

He says further:
Although Daniel is not specific, a plausible explanation of this passage,
in the light of Daniel’s Jewish background, is that this expression, the desire of
women, is the natural desire of Jewish women to become the mother of the
promised Messiah, the seed of the woman promised in Genesis 3:15. The
expression then becomes a symbol of the Messianic hope in general. As
Gaebelein expresses it, “Still more interesting is the statement ‘he shall not
regard the desire of women.’ The Lord Jesus Christ is here in view. The word
‘desire’ is in the same construct form in Hebrew . . . as in Haggai 2:7 and
I Samuel 9:20, indicating that the noun following ‘desire’ is subjective not
objective; hence it means “desired by women,” not a desire for women. Pious
Jewish women in Pre-messianic times had one great desire, they wanted to be
mothers, with a view to Him, who is the promised seed of the woman. His
birth was desired by these godly mothers of Israel. This King then hates God
and hates His blessed Son, the Lord Jesus Christ.”
p. 274
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Walvoord says finally:
Although the blasphemous character of this ruler is evident, the
prophecy continues that he shall not “regard any god: for he shall magnify
himself above all.” His blasphemy is twofold: that of rejection of the true God
as well as all false gods, and that of the assumption of deity to himself.
Although Antiochus Epiphanes had some aspirations of being recognized as
having divine qualities, even the liberal scholars who attempt historic
fulfillment in him in relation to this passage are embarrassed by the sweeping
statement that is made. There is no extrascriptural proof that Antiochus went
this far, and the futuristic interpretation makes far more sense.
p. 275

Leupold says:
Another loyalty is that to womankind, which usually takes the form of
love for one’s wife. The strange, unfeeling nature of this king will, however,
lead him to have no regard “for the desire of women.” Let us note the plural
“women.” That would well include all loyalties to womankind, not only to the
wife, but also to mother and sister in so far as they have a claim upon a man’s
regard. This interpretation fits into this connection so much better than does
the one that the critical exposition favors that we do well to retain it.
pp. 515-16

Miller says:
The phrase “the one desired by women” . . . has been variously
interpreted.91 A literal translation of the phrase would be “the desire of
women” and also could be rendered as “that desired by women,” or even “the
desire for women.” Mauro felt that “the one desired by women” alluded to
Christ because Jewish women desired to be the mother of the Messiah,92 and
the context of the verse seems to support this interpretation.
p.307
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Walvoord in his book Every Prophecy of the Bible says:
From the Jewish perspective, the desire of women was to fulfill the promise
given Eve of a coming Redeemer to be born of a woman. Undoubtedly, many
Jewish women hoped that one of their sons would fulfill this prophecy.
Accordingly, “the one desired by women” is the Messiah of Israel. What this
passage accordingly predicted was that he, as a Gentile, will have total
disregard for Scripture and its promise of a coming King of kings.
p. 272

Wiersbe says:
. . . the phrase “desire of women” probably relates to Haggai 2:7, a title of the
Messiah, for it was the desire of Jewish women to give birth to the promised
Messiah. Not only will Antichrist reject all religion in general but he will
oppose the Jewish religion in particular, especially the hope their Messiah will
return and deliver them from their enemies.
pp. 140-41

Campbell says:
The expression “desire of women” probably refers to the desire of Hebrew
women in premessianic times to be the mother of the Messiah. It is plain then
that Antichrist will reject any and all deities and specifically the Lord Jesus
Christ.
p. 133

Gangel says:
Even more confusing is the statement he will show no regard . . . for the
one desired by women. Here we find no agreement among commentators. Some
explain it as a reference to the goddess Nanania, others Adonis, both deities
from the era of Syrian control in the early centuries B.C. Young and Kyle think
it refers to homosexuality, suggesting that this king is abnormal in his
disinterest in women. Still others see a more direct reference to Jewish women
delighting in the thought of becoming the mother of Messiah. Archer suggests,
“Perhaps it simply points to the cruelty Antiochus showed toward all women he
was sexually involved with” (Archer, p. 144).
p. 306
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Showers says:
The Antichrist will show no regard for “the desire of women.” Some
have taken this to mean that he will not experience the normal physical
desires which a man experiences toward a woman. However, since this
statement appears in the midst of a list of objects of worship for which
Antichrist will have no regard, it seems best to assume that “the desire of
women” also refers to an object of worship. In Old Testament times it was the
desire of the women of Israel to be the mother of the Messiah. In light of this,
it would appear that Daniel was being told that Antichrist will have no regard
for the Messiah. Not only will he refuse to worship Messiah, but also he will be
totally opposed to Him. This is why the Scriptures call him Antichrist (anti
Messiah) . . .
p. 164

Berrigan says:
Three years after he received the crown, Antiochus took to himself the title
Epiphanes, “the god manifest.” He had coins struck attributing to himself the
godhead of Zeus. His effrontery was breathtaking; he scuttled the gods of his
ancestors, including Adonis. He coveted above all the position of “top god”—
hence “Epiphanes.”
p. 183

Keil & Delitzsch say:
The exalting of himself above all on the part of the king is further described.
“He shall not regard the gods of his fathers,” i.e. shall cast aside the worship of
the gods transmitted to him from his fathers. This again does not accord with
Antiochus Epiphanes, regarding whom it is true that history records that he
wished to suppress the worship practised by the Jews, but it knows nothing1 of
attempts made by him to destroy the gods and the worship of other nations.
p. 463-64
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Young says:
The expression gods of his fathers has reference to the gods who were
worshipped by his fathers, i.e., the gods whom his fathers worshipped—he did
not regard.
p. 248

He says further:
The reason why this king has no regard for any god is that he magnifies
himself above them all.
p. 249

B.C. by Johnny Hart

“Dear Slab, I kinda believe in God, but I don’t believe there’s a devil, and
I don’t believe there’s a hell. What if it turns out that I am wrong?”
(Throws the slab in the ocean)
(Waiting all day on the shore)
(Waiting all night on the shore)
Next morning the slab comes floating in!
“No Big Deal . . . Just don’t die!”
(source unknown)
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(The Divine Embrace by Ken Gire) Wheaton, IL: Tyndale House. Copyright –
Ken Gire, 2003.
Friedrich Nietzsche, the German philosopher who popularized the “God
is dead” movement, once wrote in a letter to a friend: “If these Christians want
me to believe in their god, they’ll have to sing better songs, they’ll have to look
more like people who have been saved, they’ll have to wear on their
countenance the joy of the beatitudes. I could only believe in a god who
dances.”
p. 11

Jodie Foster’s Atheist Upbringing Sparked Religious Interest
“I’ve been exposed to no religion whatsoever. I’m probably one of the few
people that was raised as a true atheist, which, of course, makes me terribly
interested in everything religious.”
—Actress Jodie Foster
Terry Gross, All I Did Was Ask (Hyperion, 2004), p. 158;
submitted by Derek Chinn, Portland, Oregon
© 2005 PreachingToday.com & Christianity Today International

(PreachingToday.com)
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Teen Wanted Mother Dead and TV Unharmed
Calos Chereza tried to hire a hitman and got caught. The “killer” Chereza
hired turned out to be an undercover detective.
Sadly, Chereza is only 17-years old. Sadder still, the person he wanted killed
was his own mother. A domestic disagreement prompted the teen to ask
around for someone willing to shoot his mother and make it look like a robbery.
The detective volunteered and was promised $2,000 out of the money Chereza
expected to collect after his mother’s death.
Fort Myers, Florida police arrested Chereza for solicitation to commit firstdegree murder. They reported that Chereza provided everything needed to
carry out the “hit.” He gave the undercover detective a map, a key to the
apartment, and a picture of the intended victim. Then the teen added a final
instruction.
Carlos Chereza did not want anything to happen to the television.
John Beukema, Western Springs, Illinois; source: “Oddly Enough,”
Reuters (4-16-04)
© 2005 PreachingToday.com & Christianity Today International

(PreachingToday.com)

(The Good Life by Charles Colson with Harold Fickett) Wheaton, IL: Tyndale
House Publishers, Inc. Copyright – Charles Colson, 2005.
WE LIVE IN the age of personal autonomy, which defines our lives by our own
choices. The role of society, our culture believes—and courts have agreed—is
to do nothing to limit our choices. As one pundit put it, we live in the “republic
of the imperial self,” in which we are free from all unnecessary restraints in
order to pursue whatever we believe will bring us happiness.
p. 93
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Atheists Aren’t Looking for God

An atheist can’t find God for the same reason a thief can’t find a policeman.
—Pastor Adrian Rogers

© 2005 PreachingToday.com & Christianity Today International

(PreachingToday.com)
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v. 38 Instead of them, he will honor a god of fortresses; a god unknown to his
fathers he will honor with gold and silver, with precious stones and
costly gifts.

Peterson paraphrases verse 38:
He’ll even stoop to despising the God of the holy ones, and in the place
where God is worshiped he will put on exhibit, with a lavish show of
silver and gold and jewels, a new god that no one has ever heard of.
p. 1605
Instead of all the other gods:
“HE WILL HONOR A GOD OF FORTRESSES.”
It is “A GOD UNKNOWN” or one that his fathers did not acknowledge.
He will:
“HONOR WITH GOLD AND SILVER, WITH PRECIOUS STONES
AND COSTLY GIFTS [or treasured commodities].”

The Bible Knowledge Commentary says:
The Antichrist will honor a god of fortresses, that is, he will promote
military strength. And because of his political and religious power he will be
able to accumulate vast wealth. The god unknown to his fathers (ancestors),
who will give him strength, may be Satan. Though this king will come to
power offering peace through a covenant with Israel . . . he will not hesitate to
use military power to expand his dominion. And he will be helped by a foreign
god.
p. 1371
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Young says:
He is a god who is characterized by fortresses or strongholds. In other words
he is the personification of war.
p. 249

Showers says:
Although Antichrist himself will refuse to worship a personal being as
god, he will honor an impersonal god. That to which a man devotes himself,
his abilities, his efforts, his time and his resources is the god of that man. In
place of a personal god, Antichrist will make war his god.47 He will be devoted
to the conquest of the world. Although the ancient Romans carried on
extensive wars, they never deified war. They worshiped personal gods which
they themselves invented. Unlike his predecessors, this future Roman ruler
will deify war. Antichrist will honor his god by pouring huge sums of wealth
into the building of his military machine and the waging of war (v. 38).
p.165

Walvoord says:
Although all expositors necessarily must use their judgment in
determining the identification of this description, what will be completely
different about the world religion at the end time will be (1) the complete
destruction of all previous religions symbolized in Revelation 17:16 and (2) the
worship of the world ruler without reference to any other divine power except
that of Satan. For this world ruler, already claiming to be God, to acknowledge
something as supreme clearly indicates that “the god of fortresses” is not a
person but the power to make war, symbolized in the word fortress.
Examining all other passages relating to the end time, it becomes evident that
the sole confidence of the final world ruler is in military power, personified as
“the god of war,” or “god of fortresses.” In other words, he is a complete
materialist in contrast to all previous religions and all previous men who
claimed divine qualities.
pp. 275-76
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Baldwin says:

This man ‘turned god’ will put all his wealth and energies into the warmachine, accept help of a foreign god1 if it suits him, and bestow his favours in
the form of subregencies over conquered lands.
p. 198
This MAN OF SIN, this world ruler, is mentioned TWENTY-NINE TIMES in
these ten verses.
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v. 39 He will attack the mightiest fortresses with the help of a foreign god and
will greatly honor those who acknowledge him. He will make them
rulers over many people and will distribute the land at a price.

Peterson paraphrases verse 39:
Marching under the banner of a strange god, he will attack the key
fortresses. He will promote everyone who falls into line behind this god,
putting them in positions of power and paying them off with grants of
land.
p. 1605

The Bible Knowledge Commentary says:
Those who submit to his authority will be put in positions of power (he will
greatly honor them), and his ability to dispense favors (distribute the land at a
[reduced?] price) will gain him a great following.
p. 1371

Walvoord says:
Taking the passage Daniel 11:36-39 as a whole, it is apparent that the
revelation provides an incisive analysis of the combination of materialism,
militarism, and religion, all of which will be embodied in the final world ruler.
The situation in the last third of the twentieth century is rather amazing in the
light of this revelation of the consummation of human history. Already active
in the world is the promotion of a world church and a world religion which will
have its culmination first in the symbolic harlot of Revelation 17, the earlier
form of the world religion, and then will be replaced by the worship of this king
as the final form of world religion.
p. 276
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J. Vernon McGee says:
This is going to be Satan’s hour. He will make the most of it, as he knows his
time is short. “Therefore rejoice, ye heavens, and ye that dwell in them. Woe
to the inhabiters of the earth and of the sea! for the devil is come down unto
you, having great wrath, because he knoweth that he hath but a short time”
(Rev. 12:12). Antichrist will be the pliant tool to completely do the will of
Satan in that day. He will rule over many people and dispose of property as he
pleases. He is the willful king and the final world dictator.
p. 601

Walvoord in his book Every Prophecy of the Bible says:
His reign will be connected with the concept of deity, and he apparently will
use belief in deities as a stepping-stone to bringing people to believe in him as
God. He will be successful in this as is confirmed by Revelation 13:8, “All
inhabitants of the earth will worship the beast—all whose names have not
been written in the Book of Life belonging to the Lamb that was slain from the
creation of the world.” All religions of whatever character will be merged into
the final worship of this world ruler who is Satan’s substitute for Christ as
King of kings and Lord of lords.
p. 273
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v. 40 “At the time of the end the king of the South will engage him in battle,
and the king of the North will storm out against him with chariots and
cavalry and a great fleet of ships. He will invade many countries and
sweep through them like a flood.
Whereas in our previous studies we have primarily traced the conflicts of the
kings of the North and South against each other, now we are seeing a
TRIANGLE here. We have the “KING OF THE NORTH” and the “KING OF
THE SOUTH” going in conflict against the ANTICHRIST.
The “HE” in verse 40—“HE WILL INVADE MANY COUNTRIES”—is a
reference to ANTICHRIST:
“HE WILL . . . SWEEP THROUGH THEM LIKE A FLOOD”—or passing
through them like an overflowing river.

Peterson paraphrases verse 40:
“‘In the final wrap-up of this story, the king of the south will
confront him. But the king of the north will come at him like a tornado.
Unleashing chariots and horses and an armada of ships, he’ll blow away
anything in his path.
p. 1605
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The Bible Knowledge Commentary titles these remaining verses:
The king attacked (11:40-45)
p. 1371

The Bible Knowledge Commentary then says:
The events in verses 40-45 will transpire at the time of the end, that is,
they will occur in the second half of the 70th “seven” of years. Him refers back
to the king introduced in verse 36. In verses 40-45 every occurrence of “he”
(seven times), “him” (four times), and “his” (three times) refers to this coming
king. He will have entered into a covenant with the people of Israel, binding
that nation as a part of his domain . . . Any attack, then, against the land of
Israel will be an attack against him with whom Israel will be joined by
covenant.
The king of the South will attack Israel. Some suggest that this will
occur at the middle of the 70th “seven” of years; more likely it will take place
toward the end of the second half of that seven-year period. Since “the king of
the South” in 11:5-35 referred to a king of Egypt, there seems to be no reason
to relate this king of the South (v. 40) to some other nation. In fact Egypt is
mentioned twice in verses 42-43. In this invasion Egypt will not come alone
but will be joined by the Libyans and Nubians . . . These nations, referred to
elsewhere as Put and Cush, may be nations in Africa. However, it is more
likely that Put refers to Arab nations in the Sinai area and Cush to the nations
in the Perian Gulf region . . .
Simultaneous with the invasion of Israel by the king of the South
(Egypt) will be an invasion by the king of the North. Some Bible scholars
equate this invasion with the one by Gog and Magog, for Gog will “come from
. . . the far north” (Ezek. 38:15). Others say the battle of Gog and Magog will
occur in the first half of the 70th “seven” and thus before this two-pronged
invasion in Daniel 11:40. They suggest that the battle of Gog and Magog will
occur when Israel is at peace (Ezek. 38:11, 14). According to that view, a
difference is made between Gog who will come from “the far north” . . . and a
later invasion which will be headed by “the king of the North” (Dan. 11:40).
Either way the king of the North in verse 40 is certainly not one of the
Seleucid kings of the North in verses 5-35. This invasion has no
correspondence to historical facts; it is yet future.
The king of the South and the king of the North will fit against the
Antichrist. Israel will be occupied and many Jews will flee, seeking refuge
among the Gentile nations . . . Rev. 12:14-16).
pp. 1371-72
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Walvoord says:
The time of the end introduced in verse 35 is again mentioned in the
opening portion of verse 40 to make clear that the military struggle here is that
which will characterize the end of the age. The general nature and location of
the warfare is also specified. The king mentioned in 11:36-39 is now attacked
by “the king of the south” and “the king of the north.” Earlier in this chapter,
the king of the south is uniformly Egypt and refers to the warfare of the third
and second centuries B.C. which has already been fulfilled. Here the king of the
south is clearly the leader of a political and military force that comes from the
south of the Holy Land, but the probability is that it involves much more than
only Egypt and can be identified as the African army. There is no mention
whatever of such campaigns in the Maccabean books or by Livy, Polybius, and
Appian. No such warfare is described in history.
p. 277

Showers titles these remaining verses:

p. 166

THE MILITARY CAREER AND JUDGMENT OF
ANTICHRIST (11:40-45)

Keil & Delitzsch say:
Thus vers. 40-45 do not apply to Antiochus Epiphanes, but, with most
ancient interpreters, they refer only to the final enemy of the people of God, the
Antichrist.
p. 469
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Walvoord in his book Every Prophecy of the Bible says:
The final verses of Daniel 11, beginning with verse 40, described the
final world war which will occur in the period just before the Second Coming.
According to Revelation 13:7, the king will have achieved his goal of being over
every nation in the world. But as the events of the Great Tribulation transpire
with its wholesale destruction of people, dissatisfaction with his reign develops,
and the result is that various portions of the world begin to revolt against this
world ruler and attack him.
p.273

Feinberg says:
The remaining six verses of chapter 11 clearly refer to the time of the end, as
this verse plainly states. This final section of the chapter is a vivid record of
the conflict that is to come in the last days.
p. 176

Jamieson, Fausset & Brown say:
The difficulty of reconciling this with Antiochus’ history is that no historian but
PORPHYRY mentions an expedition of his into Egypt towards the close of his
reign. This vs. 40, therefore, may be a recapitulation summing up the facts of
the first expedition to Egypt (171–170 B.C.).
p. 763

Pentecost says:
Verses 40-45 can hardly describe the activities of the combined forces of
the Kings of the North and the South, for the pronoun “they” would have been
used. Since “he” is used, the passage must describe further the activities of the
Wilful King.
p. 356
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Ryrie says:
Two characteristics will distinquish the Tribulation from all other hard
times that the world has seen. First, it will be worldwide, not localized, as
stated in the promise of deliverance (Rev. 3:10) and as described in detail in
the judgments of the Revelation. The intense local persecutions and calamities
of this present day cannot be the beginning of the Tribulation, for that time
will affect the entire world.
Then too the Tribulation will be unique because of the way men act. In
one of the early judgments, men will hide themselves in the dens and caves of
the mountains and say, “Fall on us, and hide us from the presence of Him who
sits on the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb” (6:16). When the Great
Tribulation comes, men will act as it they think the world is coming to an end.
For years some men have been talking as if they thought the end were
near, but at the beginning of the Tribulation they will realize that the end is
actually at hand. Scientists, politicians, and even church leaders warn today
that the end of human history could be upon us, and even use the term
“Armageddon,” but people are not behaving as if they believe it. Real estate
being bought and sold, savings are being accumulated, and plans are
continually being made for the future. But when the Tribulation comes, people
will hide in bomb shelters and will actually seek death rather than try to
preserve life. The future, in those days, will hold no attraction.
The uniqueness of the Tribulation lies in its being worldwide and in its
terror, which will cause men to want to die rather than live. For a time during
the Tribulation, even suicide will be impossible, forcing men to live.
p. 464
Notice please once again that we begin verse 40 with that LOADED PHRASE:
“AT THE TIME OF THE END.”
That TAKES US BACK to the KEY part of verse 36:
“until the time of wrath is completed.”
And the REASON:
“for what has been determined [or decreed] must take place [or must
occur].”
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Make no mistake about it, a Sovereign God is standing behind the scenes
bringing to a fulfillment and culmination world history as we know it and
MAKING PREPARATIONS FOR A NEW HEAVEN AND A NEW EARTH.

(The Faith of the American Soldier by Stephen Mansfield) New York, NY:
Jeremy P. Tarcher / Penguin Group (USA) Inc. Copyright – Stephen
Mansfield, 2005.
Finally, Boykin expressed his view that America’s military conflicts
abroad are spiritual as well as physical. Showing a PowerPoint slide of Osama
bin Laden to his church audience, Boykin said, “We as Americans, we as
Christians, need to understand that that’s not the enemy that America’s up
against. We are in fact in a spiritual battle, ladies and gentlemen, more than
we are in a physical battle.”
When comments such as these reached the public, Boykin was called an
embarrassment, a three-star bigot, and a born-again bumpkin.
p. 127
What Boykin had unintentionally accomplished was the fashioning of a
warrior code, or at least the closest thing to a faith-based code as has been
presented to the new generation at war. He first offered himself as a model of
the Christian officer, a man of prayer, piety, miracles, and a distinctly
Christian vision for his profession. Then he articulated the nation in spiritual
terms. “America is a Christian nation,” he said, “with a calling under the hand
of God. Her battles, then, are spiritual and should be fought by men and
women who comprise a ‘Christian army.’”
Many soldiers in the field got the message. They were desperate for
spiritual leadership and desperate for models for the moral man of war.
Boykin fit the bill. His sermons, as vilified as they were in the American press,
were quietly absorbed by soldiers in the field as the spiritual vision they
needed for the fight.
pp. 128-29
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(Searching for Heaven on Earth by David Jeremiah) Nashville, TN: Integrity
Publishers. Copyright – David Jeremiah, 2004.
IT IS SAID THAT ON VETERAN’S DAY, November 11, 1963, President John
F. Kennedy visited Arlington Cemetery to pay his respects to America’s fallen
heroes. Gazing over the rolling Virginia hillside from Arlington House, he
remarked, “It is so beautiful that I could stay here forever.” Two weeks later
he returned in a flag-draped coffin to be buried beneath an eternal flame.
Kennedy’s favorite passage from the Bible was Solomon’s poem in
Ecclesiastes 3:1-8, which begins: “To everything there is a season, a time for
every purpose under heaven: A time to be born, and a time to die.”
Also in 1963, the nation was singing that same ancient passage of
Scripture to a contemporary beat. Folk singer Pete Seeger adapted the words
as the song, “Turn, Turn, Turn,” and the Byrds’ rendition later sailed to the top
of the charts.
Seeger stayed fairly close to Solomon’s poetry in his adaptation—until
the song’s last line. He had come to Solomon’s words, “a time of war, and a
time of peace.” This, of course, was a time of peace—at least to the young
generation that listened to the Byrds. The folk music scene was busy providing
the soundtrack for the antiwar movement, so Peter Seeger tweaked Solomon’s
poetry a bit. The new line was, “A time of peace, I swear it’s not too late.”1
p. 45
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v. 41 He will also invade the Beautiful Land. Many countries will fall, but
Edom, Moab and the leaders of Ammon will be delivered from his hand.

Peterson paraphrases verse 41:
As he enters the beautiful land, people will fall before him like
dominoes. Only Edom, Moab, and a few Ammonites will escape.
pp. 1605-06
It is obvious from this military strategy that Israel is the target of his invasion
and he even goes so far as to disregard the relationship or invasion of these
eastern and southern neighbors.

The Bible Knowledge Commentary says:
When the Antichrist hears of this invasion, he will move his army from
Europe into the Middle East, sweeping through many countries . . . like a flood
. . . He will move quickly into the land of Israel, the Beautiful Land . . . His
first strike will be against Egypt . . . for Egypt and her Arab allies (Libyans
and Nubians, v. 43) are the ones who will initiate the invasion on Israel. On
this occasion the king will not conquer the territory of Edom, Moab, and . . .
Ammon . . . now included in the present kingdom of Jordan. But he will gain
control over “many countries.”
p. 1372

(The Faith of the American Soldier by Stephen Mansfield) New York, NY:
Jeremy P. Tarcher / Penguin Group (USA) Inc. Copyright – Stephen
Mansfield, 2005.
There is Jodi Rund, for example. Corporal Rund is blond, fresh faced, and not
hard to imagine as a campus head-turner. Not long ago, she was a sociology
major at the University of Illinois. She was called upon when she had only one
semester left and now finds herself in the thick of the Iraq war. And she is a
good soldier. One of her colleagues described her as “Osama bin Laden’s worst
nightmare: a pretty woman who prays to Jesus and fights as well as any man.”
pp. 102-03
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v. 42 He will extend his power over many countries; Egypt will not escape.

Peterson paraphrases verse 42:
As he reaches out, grabbing country after country, not even Egypt will
be exempt.
p. 1606

v. 43 He will gain control of the treasures of gold and silver and all the riches
of Egypt, with the Libyans and Nubians in submission.
The “NUBIANS” are probably a reference to the ETHIOPIANS who will
submit to him.

Peterson paraphrases verse 43:
He will confiscate the treasures of Egyptian gold and silver and other
valuables. The Libyans and Ethiopians will fall in with him.
p. 1606

Walvoord says:
The major revelation here, therefore, is that the king of 11:36, although
engaged in bitter struggle, continues to dominate the situation until he comes
to his end at the second coming of Jesus Christ.
p. 279
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Parents Forgive Daughter’s Killers
Amy Biehl died a violent death. In 1993, the 26-year-old white Fulbright
scholar was registering black voters for South Africa’s first free election, when
she was dragged out of her car and stabbed and beaten to death by a mob of
black Africans spurred by a group intent on the violent overthrow of the
apartheid government.
Soon afterward, Amy’s parents, Linda and Peter Biehl, quit their jobs and
moved from Orange County, California, to South Africa, where they
established a foundation in Amy’s name. Today, two of her killers work for the
foundation. They call Linda Biehl “Makhulu,” or grandmother, and she treats
them as her sons. “Forgiving is looking at ourselves and saying, ‘I don’t want
to go through life feeling hateful and revengeful, because that’s not going to do
me any good,’“ says Biehl. “We took Amy’s lead. We did what we felt she
would want.”
Caroline Hsu, “50 Ways to Fix Your Life,” U.S. News & World Report, (12-27-04 to 01-03-05);
Vol. 137, no. 23; p.86; submitted by Drew Zahn, Stratford, Iowa
© 2005 PreachingToday.com & Christianity Today International

(PreachingToday.com)
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v. 44 But reports from the east and the north will alarm him, and he will set
out in a great rage to destroy and annihilate many.

Peterson paraphrases verse 44:
Then disturbing reports will come in from the north and east that will
throw him into a panic. Towering in rage, he’ll rush to stamp out the
threat.
p. 1606
These “REPORTS FROM THE EAST AND THE NORTH” are going to trouble
him enough to cause him to “SET OUT IN A [TREMENDOUS] RAGE” to go
out and literally wipe out “MANY.”

The Bible Knowledge Commentary says:
Then the Antichrist will hear alarming reports from the east (probably
referring to an invasion by a massive army of 200 million soldiers from east of
the Euphrates River, Rev. 9:16) and from the north (perhaps another attack by
the king of the North; cf. Dan. 11:40). Enraged, the Antichrist will set out to
destroy . . . many of the invaders.
p. 1372
Revelation 9:16
And the number of the armies of the horsemen was two hundred million;
I heard the number of them.

Walvoord says:
The tidings out of the east probably refer to the gigantic invasion described in
Revelation 9:13-21; cf. 16:12. Here, according to Revelation 9:16, an army of
two hundred million men cross the Euphrates and descend upon the Holy
Land.
p. 279
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(To End All Wars by Ernest Gordon) Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan. Copyright
– Ernest Gordon, 1963.
Death was still with us—no doubt about that. But we were slowly being
freed from its destructive grip. We were seeing for ourselves the sharp
contrast between the forces that made for life and those that made for death.
Selfishness, hatred, envy, jealousy, greed, self-indulgence, laziness and pride
were all anti-life. Love, heroism, self-sacrifice, sympathy, mercy, integrity and
creative faith, on the other hand, were the essence of life, turning mere
existence into living in its truest sense. These were the gifts of God to men.
pp. 105-06
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v. 45 He will pitch his royal tents between the seas at the beautiful holy
mountain. Yet he will come to his end, and no one will help him.

Peterson paraphrases verse 45:
But he’ll no sooner have pitched camp between the Mediterranean Sea
and the Holy Mountain—all those royal tents!—than he’ll meet his end.
And not a soul around who can help!
p. 1606

The Bible Knowledge Commentary says:
Then he will occupy Israel and will pitch his royal tents between the seas, that
is, between the Dead Sea and the Mediterranean Sea, at the beautiful holy
mountain, probably Jerusalem. Posing as Christ, the Antichrist will set up his
headquarters in Jerusalem, the same city from which Christ will rule the world
in the Millennium . . . The Antichrist will also pose as Christ by introducing a
one-world government with himself as the ruler and a one-world religion in
which he is worshiped as god. But God will destroy the kingdom of this king
(he will come to his end; cf. Dan. 7:11, 26) at the personal appearance of Jesus
Christ to this earth (Rev. 19:19-20).
p. 1372
Daniel 7:26-27
“‘But the court will sit, and his power will be taken away and completely
destroyed forever. Then the sovereignty, power and greatness of the
kingdoms under the whole heaven will be handed over to the saints, the
people of the Most High. His kingdom will be an everlasting kingdom,
and all rulers will worship and obey him.’

Walvoord says:
Actually, the struggle goes on without cessation right up to the day of the
second advent of Christ as brought out in Zechariah 14:1-4. Daniel does not
dwell upon details in the climax of this struggle.
p. 280
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Walvoord says further:
If this is indeed the time of the end and this is the final world ruler of the times
of the Gentiles, the best identification is to refer his doom to the second advent
of Christ and the destruction of the beast and the armies described in
Revelation 19:17-21. According to that passage, the king and the false prophet
associated with him are cast alive into the lake of fire. The armies which had
assembled to contend against each other but had united in opposition to Christ
in His second advent are destroyed.
p.280
Revelation 19:17-21
And I saw an angel standing in the sun; and he cried out with a loud
voice, saying to all the birds which fly in midheaven, “Come, assemble
for the great supper of God; in order that you may eat the flesh of kings
and the flesh of commanders and the flesh of mighty men and the flesh
of horses and of those who sit on them and the flesh of all men, both free
men and slaves, and small and great.” And I saw the beast and the
kings of the earth and their armies, assembled to make war against Him
who sat upon the horse, and against His army. And the beast was
seized, and with him the false prophet who performed the signs in his
presence, by which he deceived those who had received the mark of the
beast and those who worshiped his image; these two were thrown alive
into the lake of fire which burns with brimstone. And the rest were
killed with the sword which came from the mouth of Him who sat upon
the horse, and all the birds were filled with their flesh.

Gangel says:
But let us not get so awash with eschatological detail that we forget the
message of the Book of Daniel—God is in control. As McClain puts it, “In all
these events, for those who have eyes to see, the great rebel is acting only
under the permission of the heavenly court” (McClain, p. 184).
p. 309
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Chafer in his book The Kingdom in History and Prophecy says:
It may be concluded that the final demonstration of Satan’s claim, with
its certain failure, will prove him to have utterly failed in his ultimate aim, and
then will every mouth be closed before the God of the whole earth. The
righteous judgments of God against all wickedness, assumption and blasphemy
will be accepted and His ways, which are past finding out, will be vindicated.
“The mystery of iniquity doth already work,” but it must proceed to its
determined end and this mighty development of evil is one of the divine
purposes of the entire period of the mystery age. God incarnate in the Son is a
New Testament mystery . . . and Satan, seeking to be as God, and incarnate in
the “Man of Sin” will, in that being, execute the final manifestation of the agelong “mystery of iniquity.”
p. 106

(The Work of His Hands by Ken Gire) Ann Arbor, MI: Vine Books / Servant
Publications. Copyright – Ken Gire, 2002.
Until Christ returns to establish his kingdom on the earth, God is
restoring His rule in this rebel world, a person at a time, a family at a time, a
church at a time. For now, the rule of God rests on those who bear His image,
those whose lives reflect His love, His wisdom, His understanding, His
compassion, His forgiveness, His humility, His gentleness.
p. 54

(Searching for Heaven on Earth by David Jeremiah) Nashville, TN: Integrity
Publishers. Copyright – David Jeremiah, 2004.
That’s rather vivid, isn’t it? It’s simply the more modern version of
Macbeth’s famous soliloquy:

p. 56

To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow,
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day,
To the last syllable of recorded time. . . .
Life’s but a walking shadow, a poor player,
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage,
And then is heard no more; it is a tale
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,
Signifying nothing.2
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Dexter Manly Had Nothing but Football
He played in three Super Bowls, winning twice. Known as “The Secretary of
Defense,” the six-foot-three, 260-pound NFL defensive end compiled an
impressive 97 ½ sacks during his career.
Growing up in the projects of Houston, Manley was given an athletic
scholarship to Oklahoma State University despite his inability to read or write.
After a stellar college career, Manley was drafted into the National Football
League. For nine seasons, from 1981 to 1989, he played for the Washington
Redskins. A former teammate said of him: “as physically gifted a football
player as I’ve seen.”
As hard as Manley played, he partied 100 times harder. Expensive clothes,
complimentary meals, cars, and drugs took over, and life became a pursuit of
personal gratification.
By the middle of the 1980s the star began abusing cocaine. In 1991 the NFL
banned him from the league. After two lackluster seasons in Canada’s football
league, his playing days came to an end. Yet Manley continued to live as if he
was still a player. He carried his expired NFL Players Association card for
identification. He stayed in Marriott hotels, just as when he was with the
Redskins. Questioned about his profession, he’d reply: “football player.”
Manley continued doing drugs as well, and in 2002 he was given a two-year
prison sentence for cocaine possession.
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In an interview with The New York Times, Manley said, “I’m still living that
dream. Football gave me personality. Once it was over, I had nothing to live for.”
Ted De Hass, Bedford, Iowa; source: Jeff Pearlman, “After the Ball,”
Psychology Today (May/June 2004, p. 72)
© 2005 PreachingToday.com & Christianity Today International

(PreachingToday.com)
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I think it would be good for us once again as we look at verse 45 to remember
that we have seen a SIMILAR PHRASE THREE TIMES in this brief passage
of ten verses.
The phrase in verse 45 is:
“HE WILL COME TO HIS END, AND NO ONE WILL HELP HIM.”
Back in verse 40:
“At the time of the end.”
Then back in our first verse of the study, verse 36:
“until the time of wrath is completed.”
Following that statement is the REASON:
“for what has been determined [or decreed] must take place [or occur].”
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CONCLUSION:
What are some of the lessons we can learn from this particular study?
LESSON #1: It is not unusual in Scripture to have prophecies that skip
thousands of years, even between a couple of verses.
LESSON #2: The man of sin of will be doing four things: (1) “the king will do as
he pleases”; (2) “the king . . . will exalt and magnify himself above every
god”; (3) “the king . . . will say unheard-of [or presumptuous] things
against the God of gods”; and (4) “He will be successful” (verse 36).
LESSON #3: The man of sin’s success will last just as long as the sovereign
God allows it.
LESSON #4: “‘And I will say to my soul, “Soul, you have many goods laid up for
many years to come; take your ease, eat, drink and be merry.”‘ But God
said to him, “You fool! This very night your soul is required of you; and
now who will own what you have prepared?’” (Luke 12:19-20 NASB).
LESSON #5: What has been decreed must occur. “Have you not heard? Long
ago I ordained it. In days of old I planned it; now I have brought it to
pass . . .” (Isaiah 37:26 NIV).
LESSON #6: “I make known the end from the beginning, from ancient times,
what is still to come. I say: My purpose will stand, and I will do all that
I please” (Isaiah 46:10 NIV).
LESSON #7: Antichrist will be just like Satan in Isaiah 14:13: “You said in
your heart, ‘I will ascend to heaven; I will raise my throne above the
stars of God’” (NIV).
LESSON #8: The Antichrist will invade many countries and sweep through
them like a flood.
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LESSON #9: The Antichrist will be fighting wars right up to the very moment
when the heavens are opened. “. . . and behold, a white horse, and He
who sat upon it is called Faithful and True; and in righteousness He
judges and wages war” (Revelation 19:11 NASB).
LESSON #10: “And the armies which are in heaven, clothed in fine linen,
white and clean, were following Him on white horses. And from His
mouth comes a sharp sword, so that with it He may smite the nations;
and He will rule them with a rod of iron; and He treads the wine press of
the fierce wrath of God, the Almighty. And on His robe and on His thigh
He has a name written, ‘KING OF KINGS, AND LORD OF LORDS’”
(Revelation 19:14-16 NASB).
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(Life as a Vapor by John Piper) Sisters, OR: Multnomah. Copyright – Desiring
God Foundation, 2004.
In a letter to George Bainton on October 15, 1888, Mark Twain said, “The
difference between the almost right word and the right word is really a large
matter—it’s the difference between the lightning bug and the lightning.”
So it is with the difference between the thought of a man and the
thought of God. God’s thoughts are our goal. We must be about finding,
understanding, trusting, cherishing, obeying, and spreading the thoughts of
God. Nothing matters more than what God has thought and spoken about
everything, especially about Himself.
p. 149
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(Today Matters by John C. Maxwell) New York, NY: Warner Faith. Copyright
– John C. Maxwell, 2004
A few weeks ago, Sammy Poole e-mailed me something that captures the
heart of the excuses we make for not beginning what we know we should. In
part it said,
So stop waiting…
Until your car or home is paid of.
Until you get a new car or home.
Until your kids leave the house.
Until you go back to school.
Until you finish school.
Until you lose ten pounds.
Until you gain ten pounds.
Until you get married.
Until you get a divorce.
Until you have kids.
Until you retire.
Until summer.
Until spring.
Until winter.
Until fall.
Until you die.
You may have a million reasons not to get started now. But deep down,
none of them can be as compelling as your desire to change, grow, and succeed.
In a month or a year or five years from now, you may have only one regret—
that you didn’t start now. Today matters. The way you spend today really can
change your life. But the first decision you must make is to begin.
p. 30
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Housewife Had the Courage to Change Things
Each fall, Eleanor Josaitis offers a challenge to the incoming class of MBA
students at the University of Michigan. “Every single person in this room,” she
says, “is going to help me change the world.”
The 72-year-old woman has been doing her part to change the world for more
than 40 years. It started in 1962. “As she sat watching a television program
about the Nuremberg trials, Josaitis then a housewife with five children asked
herself what she would have done if atrocities were taking place in her own
backyard. When a breaking news report interrupted the program to show
images of Mississippi police turning dogs and fire hoses on civil-rights
protesters, Josaitis knew her moment of truth had arrived.”
Josaitis co-founded the organization Focus: HOPE. The Detroit food program
serves pregnant women, new mothers, and their children. Since then, the
organization has grown to employ over 500 people and includes more than
50,000 volunteers and donors.
Over the years, her offices have been firebombed, and she regularly receives
threats and hate mail that Josaitis refers to as “love letters.” Showing them to
her student audience, she asks, “Does anyone in this room think I’m going to be
intimidated for one minute by this? It’s only going to make me work harder.”
Summing up her years of relentless, positive service, Josaitis explains, “You
have to have the guts to try something, because you won’t change a thing by
sitting in front of the TV with the clicker in your hand.”
Alison Overholt, “The Housewife Who Got Up Off the Couch,”
FastCompany (September 2004) p. 94
© 2005 PreachingToday.com & Christianity Today International

(PreachingToday.com)
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(The Faith of the American Soldier by Stephen Mansfield) New York, NY:
Jeremy P. Tarcher / Penguin Group (USA) Inc. Copyright – Stephen
Mansfield, 2005.
One soldier who came to the field a self-described atheist reported, “I haven’t
had a change so much in philosophy as I have in experience. I never decided to
believe in God over here. I just wanted to survive. I joined the other guys
when they prayed or blessed themselves because I thought they had a power
I didn’t have. Then I seemed to have it, too. That power had to come from
somewhere, so I guess I’m not an atheist anymore.”
p. 64

Jack Welch Answers His “Toughest Question”
During an edition of the news program 60 Minutes, Dan Rather interviewed
Jack Welch, the outspoken former CEO of General Electric. At the end of the
interview, Rather asked Welch, “What’s the toughest question you have ever
been asked?”
Welch replied, “Do you think you’ll go to heaven?”
When asked how he had answered that question, Welch continued, “It’s a long
answer, but I said that if caring about people, if giving it your all, if being a
great friend counts—despite the fact that I’ve been divorced a couple of times,
and no one’s proud of that. I haven’t done everything right all the time. I think
I got a shot. I’m in no hurry to get there and to find out any time soon.”
CBS 60 Minutes Wednesday (4-30-05); submitted by Derrick Lewis, LaGrange, Georgia
© 2005 PreachingToday.com & Christianity Today International

(PreachingToday.com)
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Mike Tyson Declares His Life a Waste
At one time, Mike Tyson was the most feared heavyweight boxer in the ring.
Based on an interview with Tyson, Jon Saraceno revealed what went wrong:
Almost 39, he is anything but at peace. Confused and humiliated after a
decadent lifestyle left him with broken relationships, shattered finances,
and a reputation in ruin, the fighter cannot hide his insecurities, stacked
as high as his legendary knockouts.
“I’ll never be happy,” he says. “I believe I’ll die alone. I would want it
that way. I’ve been a loner all my life with my secrets and my pain. I’m
really lost, but I’m trying to find myself. I’m really a sad, pathetic case.”
The divorced father of six is blunt, gregarious, funny, vulgar,
outrageous, sad, angry, bitter, and, at times, introspective about the
opportunities he squandered over the last two decades. He discusses his
drug use (“The weed got me”), lack of self-esteem, and sexual addiction.
He says, “My whole life has been a waste—I’ve been a failure.”
Jon Saraceno, “Tyson: My Whole Life Has Been a Waste,” USA Today (6-3-05);
submitted by David Slagle, Decatur, Georgia
© 2005 PreachingToday.com & Christianity Today International

(PreachingToday.com)

(Christ/Life by Ruth Myers) Sisters, OR: Multnomah. Copyright – Ruth Myers,
2005.
As the Lord continually trains, teaches, refines, and disciplines us, we’ll
more and more fulfill our God-designed destiny as His masterpieces.
p. 156
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(The Master’s Indwelling by Andrew Murray) Springdale, PA: Whitaker House.
Copyright – Whitaker House, 1983.
“Lord Jesus, every faculty of my being I want to surrender to You so You can
teach me what to think and how to think for You and Your Kingdom.”
p. 105

(He’s God and We’re Not by Ray Pritchard) Nashville, TN: Broadman &
Holman. Copyright – Ray Pritchard, 2003.
The basic problem for many of us is that we have allowed God to be
everywhere but on his throne. No wonder we are unhappy and frustrated and
unfulfilled. No wonder life doesn’t work right. How much better to say with
the psalmist, “Come, let us bow down in worship, let us kneel before the Lord
our Maker” (Ps. 95:6).
p. 27

(Next Door Savior by Max Lucado) Nashville, TN: W Publishing Group /
Thomas Nelson. Copyright – Max Lucado, 2003.
We are given a gift similar to the one Billy Joel gave his daughter. On
her twelfth birthday she was in New York City, and the pop musician was in
Los Angeles. He phoned her that morning, apologizing for his absence, but told
her to expect the delivery of a large package before the end of the day. The
daughter answered the doorbell that evening to find a seven-foot-tall, brightly
wrapped box. She tore it open, and out stepped her father, fresh off the plane
from the West Coast.
Can you imagine her surprise?
Perhaps you can. Your gift came in the flesh too.
p. 113
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